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means through which these Magistri of learning, and
experience in diocesan work, entered the ranks of the
English episcopate. Between 1224 an^ 1273 it was re-
sponsible for the appointment or confirmation of no less
than ten. Finally, only on three occasions did the Papacy
confirm royal candidates : in 1243 Boniface of Savoy, in
1251 Aymer of Valence, the king's relatives, in 1257
Robert Chause of the queen's household, the first two
being occasions on which royal pressure is known to have
been very strong. For the rest it is noteworthy that the
Pope ' provided' with singular disregard of the royal
wishes: twice, it is probable, he promoted his own clerks,
and while sometimes setting aside candidates to whom the
king objected, in no case did he appoint a royal candidate
whom a chapter had refused to elect,
II. Metropolitan Influence.
The importance of the Papal Curia had as its complement
the comparative impotence of the metropolitan,1 His
competence, as has been pointed out, was not absolute;
and accordingly there is no recorded instance, within the
reign of Henry III, of a metropolitan using his rights of
provision when an appointment had lapsed; and, on the
five occasions on which a metropolitan rejected an election
or a bishop-elect, Sach time an appeal against his judge-
ment was immediately put forward by the interested
parties; and, on the three of these occasions on which he
had tried to appoint a candidate of his own, according to a
right defined in a Lateran decree of 1215, only once was
his action confirmed by the Papacy.
Examples can thus be quickly enumerated: Archbishop
Langton rejected the election of the Prior of Coventry in
1222, on the grounds that the Lichfield canons had not
participated in it; this judgement was endorsed by the
Papacy.* We have seen that Archbishop Edmund rejected
a Rochester election on the ground that it infringed his
customary rights—a claim that was found invalid;3 and
it was Edmund who may have attempted to provide to
1 For this title see Churchill, Canterbury Administration, i. 154.
z Anglia Sacra, i. 437-8. Above, pp. 74, Si.	3 Above, pp. 74-6.

